At The Salon, we believe in empowering you with
the quality products and treatments you need to
feel confident, and obtain the healthy, youthful
skin you've always wanted.
All of our treatments are completely customised
to suit your skin, meaning that no two people will
ever have the same treatment, hold the same
product or experience the same journey.
Our team provides treatments from head to toe.
Most renowned for our skin care and facials, but
also experts at semi and permanent hair
removal, enzyme treatments and more.
We only provide the highest quality products,
and team these with therapists who are
passionate and constantly learning, to ensure an
unforgettable experience at The Salon every
time you visit us.

02 6650 9912
Shop 25, Cinema Walk Arcade
Coffs Harbour NSW 2450
enquiries@thesalonbynikki.com.au
Mon CLOSED
Tues 8.30 - 5.30PM
Wed 8.30 - LATE
Thurs 8.30 - LATE
Fri 8.30 - 5PM
Saturday BY APPOINTMENT
Sunday CLOSED

WAXING
All waxing is performed using gentle top quality
wax and in accordance with NSW strict hygiene
standards.
Women's Waxing
Full leg
Half leg
Thighs
Three quarter leg
Bikini Line
G-String

$55
$37
$40
$40
$25
$40

Brazilian
Underarm
Full arm
Half arm
Waxing patch

$55
$18
$40
$35
$5

Men's Waxing
Brow
Chest & Stomach
Neck
Back, neck & top of

$20
$50
$20
arms

Full leg
Full arm

$65
$50
$50

ELECTROLYSIS
10min
20min
30min

$30
$40
$50

@thesalonbynikkiwilliams
www.thesalonbynikki.com.au

OBSERV SKIN ANALYSIS
Skin Analysis Consult

30MIN $50

ENZYME TREATMENT THERAPY
During this treatment you will receive a gentle
yet thorough enzyme exfoliation without the
harshness of microdermabrasion, acids and
peels.
This treatment uses the benefits of fruit based
enzymes, you will also notice a significant
clearing of pores, reduced redness and calming
of your skin.
Enzyme Therapy

30MIN $75

Treatment may include:
Customised Cleansing, Tailor Made Serum
Application, Décolletage Treatment, Enzyme Therapy.

PERFORMANCE FACIAL TREATMENTS
Select the level of facial you would like to have
and our experienced therapists will custom
develop your facial treatment at each and every
point. We're never restricted by pre-set facial
recipes, and that's our point of difference. Every
facial will be different depending on your skins
needs. We'll have a brief consultation before your
treatment to ensure we're providing you with the
greatest results.
Each of our luxurious facials can be custom
designed to target:
Acne, Scarring, Congestion, Dehydration, Dryness,
Redness, Rosacea, Ageing, Sensitivity, and more.
Level 1 Performance

45MIN $89

Designed for maintenance after a course of
treatments, level 1 gives your skin a boost of
actives and maintains the results you've
achieved. It's a great introductory facial if you've
worked with us before or if you're trying new
products.

This treatment may include:
Customised cleansing, Exfoliation, Décolletage
treatment, Extractions, Custom blended facemasks
and more.
Level 2 Performance

60MIN $135

Designed with more power than Level 1, this
facial will work on how your skin is functioning
and begin to create cellular changes. You'll
leave this treatment with reinvigorated skin, and
a mind and body that feels completely
refreshed.
This treatment may include:
Customised cleansing, Exfoliation, Décolletage
treatment, Extractions, Custom blended facemasks,
Serum infusions, Massage of the face, neck and
shoulders and more.
Level 3 Performance

90MIN $189

The most popular facial on our menu. The crème
de la crème of performance facials. Your
therapists have free range of equipment and
ingredients to really create some significant
changes to your skin. With time to relax, unwind
and in the care of an expert with pampering
hand and expert techniques, you'll wake from
this facial feeling totally restored.
This treatment may include:
Customised cleansing, Exfoliation, Décolletage
treatment, Extractions, Custom blended facemasks,
Serum infusions, Massage of the face, neck and
shoulders and more.

COLLAGEN INDUCTION THERAPY
Collagen Induction Therapy
Course of 4 recommended.

1HR $300

Skin needling is an increasingly popular skin
renewal technique to restore the healthy youthful
appearance of your skin at a fraction of the cost
of comparable treatments and with minimal
downtime. It is a safe, simple treatment for fine
lines and wrinkles, lack of skin firmness and
elasticity, scarring, acne, enlarged pores and sun
damage.

The results of skin needling are similar to those of
lasers or deep chemical peels, but it is much less
invasive and does not require the removal of the
skins surface. Healing time is much shorter as a
result of this, and there is much less post
treatment sensitivity. It is also one of the few
treatments that is suitable for all skin types,
including ethnic skin and fragile skin around the
eyes, mouth and on the neck.
Skin needling allows for controlled induction of
the skin's self-repair mechanism, by creating
micro-injuries that trigger new collagen synthesis.
Visible signs of skin rejuvenation are seen just 6-8
weeks following procedure and continue for up to
a year. The results are smoother, firmer and
younger looking skin.

FACE & EYE ESSENTIALS
Lip Wax
$15
Chin Wax
$15
Eyebrow, lip & chin $40
Full face wax
$50
Eyebrow wax, Eyelash tint

Eyebrow wax
Eyebrow tint
Eyelash tint

$20
$18
$22

& Eyebrow tint

$49

LED LIGHT THERAPY
10 x LED Treatment Prepaid Package
$399
LED Facial Add On
15MIN $20
Light, broken down into visible wavelengths,
interact with individual cell functions to calm
inflammation, act as kryptonite to acne, stimulate
collagen production, hydrate deeper layers of the
skin and restore a perfect internal balance. This
treatment is completely non-invasive and UV free.
It's all about working below your skins surface to
communicate with cell functions.
LED treatment is perfect for all skin types and
conditions, and is integral to restoring impaired,
sluggish and inflamed skin conditions. We use a
MAX+ LED machine- known for wavelength
precision (vital for true cellular rejuvenation) and
cellular response time; we’ve fondly nicknamed
him MAX.

